Abstract Track or road layout in a given geographical area to plan new
or improve existing public and/or private transportation systems is a
complex problem. Especially today, many parameters have to be
considered, and some of them are not obvious. For example, in face of
an imminent energy crisis, the energy consumption of a transportation
system should be minimized. In general, the resulting layout has to be
an adequate compromise of many parameters. This means that there
are many possible ways to solve the problem, which quality differs.
Consequently, this type of problem implies an explosion of searchspace states with raising number of midpoints and/or resolution. In
these cases, heuristic search methods have their major advances
compared to non-heuristic search methods, which would need time and
memory proportional to the search-space size to find the best solution.
We explored, in particular, the use of a genetic algorithm, as a
representative of the class of evolutionary algorithms. It searches the
search-space selectively by focusing on interesting regions, constantly
trying to find even better regions while having significantly less
memory requirements. The importance of its main parameters, their
impact on the performance and the precision of the genetic algorithm
are presented in this paper. Guidelines for a good set-up of the genetic
algorithm are given in order to gain high efficiency and effectiveness;
the encoding of parameters, the build-up of the fitness function,
evaluation and reproduction of chromosomes, elitism and convergence
affinity as the main engine of genetic algorithms is discussed in detail
as are the limits of this approach.
The modified and improved simple genetic algorithm to solve the
mentioned track-layout problem forms another core part of the paper.
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We can define the genetic algorithm method as 'a probabilistic search algorithm that iteratively
transforms a set (called a population) of mathematical objects (typically fixed-length binary
character strings), each with an associated fitness value, into a new population of offspring objects
using the Darwinian principle of natural selection and using operations that are patterned after
naturally occurring genetic operations, such as crossover (sexual recombination) and mutation'.
In accordance with this, the analogy is as following: our mathematical object (chromosome – fixed
lenght binary character string) represents the coordinates of the points which delimit the
subsegments of the path – the actual track layout (or one possible combination, to be more
precise). A set (population) of these mathematical objects forms a generation. The next generation
is formed as offsprings of the actual population, by recombining them (crossover) with a
probability proportional to their fitness and randomly flipping some bits (mutation).

CODING AND INITIALIZATION
The track layout problem has some specific
implementation wattles. Our chromosome represents
the path as a feasible solution to the problem, a set of
coupled points binary coded by the (x,y) coordinates
of the path points. The geographical area (see Fig.),
which we search the solution upon, is delimited by the
lower ( ) and upper ( ) abscissa boundary and the
lower ( ) and upper ( ) ordinata boundary – the path
onset is fixed at the point ( ) and the end is fixed at
(
); these points are not being coded into the
chromosome, because their positions will never
change.
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The parameters

, where
represents the number of midpoints and
the abscissa and ordinate
resolution in bits respectively, are variable input parameters. The residual
coordinates form the chromosome as an array of bits, which code the
midpoint coordinates in standard binary coding at the chosen resolution.

 Chromosome is being binary coded
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[First point (x0,y0) and final point (xm,yn) are fixed and are not being coded]

xRES
xm
Coded F(x,y) 3D function to simulate some area

Every point (except the start and the endpoint) in this model is coupled
with the coordinates
directly to its neighbor, which means that
is coupled with
(as its predecessor) and

x0 – input parameter to set the lower abscissa boundary
xm – input parameter to set the upper abscissa boundary
y0 – input parameter to set the lower ordinate boundary
yn – input parameter to set the upper ordinate boundary
xRES – input parameter to set the resolution of the abscissa in bits
yRES – input parameter to set the resolution of the ordinate in bits

yRES
(xm,yn )

(x2,y2)

(as its successor), while

Evaluation

By dividing each

xRES

The genetic algorithm
works much better when
having a population of
paths without loops and
drawbacks.The effectiveness is being increased significantly, the
convergence ability is
improved.

The precision of the fitness function directly depends on the used resolution: the
higher the resolution is, the merely precise is our slope approximation (and by that
also the fitness calculation). We have also to mention, that the calculation time is
raised while increasing the precision of the calculation. In some cases it would be
well advised to start the genetic search with a lower resolution and raise it by
narrowing the search area. The result of the advanced slope calculation used by
the fitness function is shown on the next Figure.
Evaluation

Fitness function

Growth by increase of midpoints

Since we mapped the req-s into

21(m+n) possible states

(‘combinatorial’ growth of s-space)

2²(m+n) possible states

Growth by increase of resolution

where

 slopei

and slope for each segment („HH“ effect) is calculated like
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2(m+n) = 24 = 16

2(m+n) = 26 = 64

2(m+n) = 28 = 256

Combining these two results in an even faster ‘exponential explosion’
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Our final fitness function can be described as

Search Space

Search Space Explosion

...

segment into 11
subsegments (placing 10
subpoints), and sum up the
absolete values of all these
‘sub-slopes’ we get a much
more precise
computational model and
‘see’ most of the formerly
‘hidden’ landscape!

The resolution is to
increase the number of
midpoints, which means
to set additional points
between on every path
segment, crating a more
precise
computational
model. If we set the
number of subpoints on
each segment to 10, we
get 11 subsegments for
every path segment.

(xk,yk)

(x1,y1)

(x0,y0)

The negative effect of this
.
approach is the number of
increasing loops in the
initialization process. Another
feasible solution to the
initialization problem is the
creation of a path, which is
formed by ascending sort of
randomly generated x and y
coordinates.

 “Hidden hill” resolution:

Coding &
Initialization

Chromosome

...

[where z describes our 3-D
function/geografic area]
the GA converges to some
path like this: the hill
remains ‘undiscovered’ 
not a good computational
model!

Selection

(x0,y0)

“Hidden hill” effect 2/2

When computing the slope
as:

Crossover

 Coding

The genetic algorithm is able to set the lengths of the path
segments as they fit better into the fitness function; the result: the
GA creates a path which is in fact formed of points with minimal
heigth difference – yet, the segments have in real a big slope.

 The “hidden hill”

The GA Solving Engine

 Path starts at (x0,y0), ends at (xm,yn)

There are many ways to
avoid the situation shown in
Figure. One possible way is
to generate the coordinates
randomly, but by discarding
and regenerating them if
they are lower (by their x
and y parts) of the
predecessor point coordinates.

“Hidden hill” effect 1/2
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Motivation,
General
Observations

The use of random or enumerative search methods in this context is HIGHLY discouraged

GUI - I/O

Output

Parameters (in):
1.
No. of generations
2. Population size
3. Crossover rate (3x)
4. Mutation rate (3x)
5. Fitness threshold
6. Abscissa boundary
7. Ordinata boundary
8. Both axes’ resolution
9. No. of midpoints

Parameters (out):
1.
[x]-th generation:
2. Chromosome
3. Eval. fitness
4. C-Rate
5. M-Rate;
6. Best chromosome
7. Execution time
8. Track layout graph

App Output &
Reliability

Reliability

App Output &
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The GA, as a heuristic search method, tends to optimal solutions
coordinates +
.svg

It TENDS, which means, we mostly get near optimal solution after different runs

Yet, sometimes the GA delivers bad outputs (due to big SS and low generation no.)

Geographical area

GA
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